Cars Puzzles
Basic Code Sentence Game

Created by: Jenna Rayburn (jenna.rayburn@gmail.com)

Object: Be the first player to cover your Cars puzzle.

Materials: Print all pages included. Laminate all pages. Cut apart the pictures that have sentences on them.

Directions: Student picks one Cars character. Place the appropriate puzzle strips in a pile face down. Students take turns picking one sentence strip. Students read the sentence. If the puzzle piece matches their Cars character they cover their puzzle. If the student has drawn a puzzle piece belonging to another student they must pass it to them!
Mater
The big dog has my bag.

She is glad he did not hit the curb.

My fat dog fit in the bin.

I can sit on a cat’s hat.

The fat rat is on the mat.
Lightning McQueen
I can put the flag up.

I sped to the mart.

Send my best to mom.

Get pink mits for me.

Hit the drum and tap.
Sally
Do not fret!

It just got in the nest.

Pop did drop my cap.

If we win, grab the jug.

Slam the desk with a pen.
Six men ran fast from the bank.

Jed slid in to his desk.

I ran from the big crab.

That kid did drop a disk.

Sam has a red cast.
Luigi
Do not drip on the lamp.

Send me a frog rug.

My slug just got wet.

She must swim with the rest.

He got the best sled and can brag.